ABSTRACT. Small spacecraft platforms are a promising low-cost approach to accelerate exploration of small bodies, addressing the space community's interest in origin science, planetary resources, and planetary defense. However, they can be challenging platforms for detecting and imaging low brightness targets. Difficulties include constrained bandwidth, which limits the volume of data that can be downlinked; attitude instability, which limits exposure time; small instrument apertures, which reduce sensitivity; and cosmic ray contamination, which creates illusory sources. Mission designers can address all these problems simultaneously by shifting image analysis across the communications gap. Spacecraft can use onboard data analysis to detect sources directly, or downlink parsimonious summary products for detection on the ground. One promising approach is to acquire stacks of short consecutive exposures, and then coregister and coadd them onboard. This work analyzes a coaddition algorithm that is designed to be robust against small spacecraft challenges. We evaluate factors affecting performance, such as attitude control and camera noise systematics, in regimes typical of small spacecraft missions. We motivate the algorithm design by considering its application to NEAScout, a mission representing a new generation of small (sub-50 kg) exploration spacecraft having very small instrument apertures and data rates below 1 kbyte s
INTRODUCTION
Most previous planetary missions have consisted of large spacecraft carrying relatively massive payloads. However, a new generation of small spacecraft, exemplified by the NEAScout mission (McNutt et al. 2014) , is being designed to explore deep space environments, including near-Earth objects (NEOs). Small spacecrafts are expected to have less than 500 m s À1 Δ V capability, and are generally limited to objects in the 10-100 m size range. Yet, these objects are of great interest to human exploration and for in situ resources. Many may be candidates for redirection and recovery (Mommert et al. 2014) . Additionally, NEOs larger than 20 m are of particular concern for planetary defense, and characterizing them can help formulate response strategies. Small spacecraft missions could visit such objects at low cost, eventually achieving a population-level understanding.
Camera sensitivity is a unique challenge for small spacecraft missions to NEOs. The targets are typically faint sources (many with visual magnitude V > 22, such as 2011 MD [Mommert et al. 2014] ) that are rarely seen by ground-based telescopes. As a result, most targets have poorly constrained orbits and must be rediscovered by the spacecraft when it approaches the predicted location. Residual trajectory uncertainty then demands optical navigation (OpNav) until the encounter. The distance of the first detection affects mission design (what objects can be reached) and operations (how soon the trajectory adjustments can begin). Detection sensitivity also affects the feasibility of satellite search (finding small satellites or debris in the vicinity of the target object, for avoidance and/or study), which will be a significant first step toward safe human exploration of these objects. Sensitivity also impacts astronomical observations such as near-Earth object surveys and general astronomical imaging (Jones 2013) . While instrument sensitivity is critical, the detection capabilities of small spacecraft are limited due to their strict mass and power constraints, which affect instrument aperture and pointing stability. Specifically, mass and volume constraints force imaging optics to be smaller and less sensitive than on typical flagship missions. Less-precise attitude control systems (ACS) can drift, preventing long exposures. For these reasons, small spacecraft missions could benefit from innovative new approaches to improve detection sensitivity that overcome their hardware limitations.
One possibility is for onboard image analysis to improve sensitivity. The techniques of coregistration and coaddition, commonly used in Earth-based astronomy (Micol et al. 1998; Szalay et al. 1999; Kleyna et al. 2012) , combine multiple short-exposure images into a single image with higher signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). While such operations have been performed in groundbased analysis of space-based data (Masci 2013) , or onboard large space telescopes (Piazzo et al. 2011) , doing so onboard a small spacecraft requires attending to unique instrument specifications and attitude control requirements. Thus equipped, the spacecraft can detect sources directly or downlink parsimonious coadded products for manual analysis. Performing coaddition onboard can relax attitude control requirements since the spacecraft can move between frames. Onboard coadding also enables statistical outlier filtering, removing cosmic rays that could masquerade as point sources. Critically, performing the analysis onboard means that it is not necessary to downlink all frames of the stack; only the combined image is transmitted. This is important because of bandwidth constraints, which are severe for small spacecraft. Bandwidth limits will generally preclude transmitting the frames as independent high-resolution images, making onboard analysis essential.
When it launches, NEAScout will be the first example of coaddition for optical navigation that is performed onboard the spacecraft. The Deep Space 1 spacecraft transmitted image sequences down to the ground for coaddition during its initial approach to Borrelly (Bhaskaran et al. 2002; Rayman 2002) , and the STARDUST spacecraft used ground-based coaddition during its approach to Wild 2, after contamination of the spacecraft's optics reduced the signal of the comet in individual images (Bhaskaran et al. 2004) . While it would be easiest to install ground-based image alignment and coaddition routines onboard, this software is not generally suitable for flight. Spacecrafts have limited processing power, often tens of millions of instructions per second, which limits them to very simple algorithms. Small spacecrafts are also usually limited to tens of Megabytes of memory, so onboard algorithms can only use a small number of frames at once. Algorithms must operate reliably with full autonomy. Finally, strict bandwidth constraints require the initial data reduction to take place onboard whenever possible.
This article begins with an overview of the proposed NEAScout mission, describing the small spacecraft challenges that motivate onboard processing algorithms and the constraints on their design. We then briefly describe our coaddition algorithm, focusing on the tradeoffs made to accommodate small spacecraft processors. We explore the theoretical performance of the algorithm and show that our performance guarantees hold in simulated mission conditions. We then evaluate the performance on archival datasets, and close by discussing implications for mission designers and operations planning.
NEAScout: A REPRESENTATIVE SMALL SPACECRAFT MISSION
NEAScout is a proposed deep space mission designed to visit a near-Earth asteroid (NEA), sponsored by NASA's Advanced Exploration Systems in the Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate. It was approved for development in August 2014. It is always possible that mission parameters or design could change before launch, so we will build our case study around the summer 2014 mission reference design. The spacecraft itself is a small 6U CubeSat, designed for deployment from the SLS-1 system upper stage to achieve a translunar trajectory. Within its 6U volume, it carries subsystems including: a three-axis stabilized attitude control system (ACS), with redundant reaction wheels; a cold gas thruster assembly for controlling momentum and setting the initial trajectory; a radio with a high gain patch antenna for communication over the Deep Space Network (DSN); a monochrome science camera; a star tracker; and a command and data handling (C&DH) system. The summer 2014 mission design proposes to use an approximately 83 m 2 solar sail as the propulsion system (McNutt et al. 2014) . This mission will fill several strategic knowledge gaps (SKG) for Human exploration of NEAs (Rivkin 2012) . These gaps relate to the size, location, rotation rate and orientation, etc., of prospective targets, which are critical to the preparation of crewed missions, e.g., for risk reduction, cost optimization, and planning.
Several factors affect the pool of targets accessible to NEAScout. The maximum telecommunication distance is limited to 1 AU, and the mission duration is limited to 2.5 years. Another key limiting factor is ephemeris uncertainty. Many NEAs have uncertain orbital parameters, due to the fact that, in most cases, they have only been tracked for a short orbital arc of a few days or weeks. The pool of NEAScout targets include targets whose orbits are known within a few thousand kilometers along-track. Cross-track uncertainties are generally of the order of a few tens of kilometers. The pool also includes less well-localized targets that will be the objects of new ground-based observation opportunities in the relevant time frame.
The current target of choice for NEAScout is 1991VG, a small (6-12-m diameter) asteroid notable for its unusual orbit and rapid brightness variability during its discovery (Tancredi 1997) . 1991VG is a dim target with an absolute magnitude of 28:5 AE 0:07.
1 Its current orbital uncertainty is about 2700 km (1-σ), but it will come close enough to Earth for new astrometric observations to be obtained starting in July 2017 and until March 2018. The distance at detection carries implications for navigation. Due to solar sail dynamics, at least two weeks of optical navigation operations are needed to guarantee a closest approach distance within the mission requirement of 1 km. Any improved detection sensitivity that provides additional distance margin will also enable better trajectory control, a closer and slower approach, and ultimately superior proximity imaging.
The candidate science camera for the NEAScout mission is the Malin Space Science Systems ECAM-M50 (the monochromatic variant of ECAM-C50 [Malin 2013a ]) using the NFOV optics (Malin 2013b ). This camera has appropriate power consumption, volume, FOV, and instantaneous FOV (IFOV). The candidate configuration occupies 78 mm by 58 mm by 44 mm, requires 1.75 W idle and 2.5 W imaging, and yields a 25°h orizontal by 19°vertical FOV and an effective focal length of 12.6 mm, resulting in a plate scale of 36″pixel À1 (0:175 mrad pixel À1 ). The pixel size is 2:2 μm, with an fnumber of f/3.5 producing an Airy disk of approximately 2 pixels in diameter at 550 nm. The Aptina MT9P031 Image Sensor (Aptina 2015) used in the camera is a 12-bit 2592 × 1944 pixel focal plane array (FPA), with approximately 2:6 e À read noise pixel À1 and 25 e À dark current per pixel at 55°C (quantization noise is small in comparison with these sources). This camera is also cost-efficient, being a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) part, has previous flight heritage on OSIRIS-REx, and has a lifetime of greater than the 2.5 year mission length in a space radiation environment.
A confluence of different constraints make coaddition the most reliable method to detect 1991VG. Figure 1 summarizes dependencies between physical parameters of encounter and the spacecraft subsystems. NEAScout must detect the target at a distance of 10,000 km to see the entire uncertainty envelope AE1σ in a single frame. The patch antenna will provide 500 bps data rates; downlinking just one frame requires complex maneuvers and extended time on the constrained Deep Space Network (DSN). Consequently, there may be just one or two opportunities to detect the target, leading mission planners to desire a comfortable "minimum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)" of 7. This is beyond the capacity of the reference design camera designed to fit NEAScout volume/mass/power constraints. Radiometric calculations with the reference camera design, accounting for target visual magnitude V < 7:85 at range 10,000 km and phase angle <50°, optics, detector efficiency, and noise, guarantee an S/N 5 detection from a 1.7 s exposure. Longer exposures are disallowed by the small spacecraft ACS system: it can hold pointing within a half-pixel (17.5″) per 2 s tip/tilt and 80″ per 2 s roll, but could smear longer exposures.
Coadding combines sequences of exposures, each short enough to avoid smearing, into high-S/N frames for detection. It is often done on the ground for optical navigation (Bhaskaran et al. 2002; Rayman 2002) , but that may not be possible with small spacecraft having limited downlink bandwidth. The NEAScout mission guarantees approximately 500 bits s À1 downlink speed on target approach (McNutt et al. 2014) . Each frame is approximately 60 Megabits, with the subwindowing of relevant regions of the image potentially reducing this by up to a factor of 10. Lossless compress will provide a fractional benefit. Alternatively, onboard lossy compression could, if activated, provide a factor of 2-3 data reduction at the cost of distortion. This is, however, undesirable for source detection near S/N detection thresholds (approximately magnitude 8 for the detection phase of NEAScout). In a Deep Space Network (DSN) pass of four hours, this allows for approximately one image to be downlinked. With a small number of DSN passes scheduled for the approach phase of the NEAScout mission (a typical scenario for nonflagship missions), acquisition of a stack of frames for ground-based coaddition is infeasible. Therefore, the requisite coaddition must be done onboard.
Moving the coaddition algorithm onboard, the spacecraft presents a unique set of challenges. The NEAScout Command and Data Handling System (C&DH) is based on a Leon-3 processor operating at 100 million instructions per second (MIPS). Due to the limited spacecraft power budget, volatile memory is highly constrained, with 2 MB available for continuous operation and with an additional 128 MB block activated for short intervals of 5-10 minutes for intensive processing. The NEAScout mission has budgeted 50 MB for coaddition, which is enough to hold five full frames. These limited time and memory resources preclude many existing coaddition methods, such as those involving interpolation and resampling for nonisometric image reprojections. They also preclude operations involving simultaneous storage of large numbers of images or heavy computation, such as in Fixsen et al. (2000) , intended for long integration times on large space telescopes.
Onboard coaddition begins with a standard radiometric calibration. It will calibrate the frames using standard dark current subtraction, flat fielding, bad pixel masking, and application of radiometric calibration coefficients. Relative radiometry should be robust to changes in temperature over small time intervals, but this will also be characterized and corrected onboard if needed. The final result of preprocessing will be a radiometrically calibrated "level 1" product that constitutes the input to the coaddition stage. The optics should create very little geometric lens distortion. For scientific and OpNav purposes, geometric corrections will be made on the ground, offloading the computationally expensive resampling, and interpolation.
The process of coaddition onboard NEAScout is described in Figure 2 . The camera will capture of sequence of short-exposure images. These cannot individually guarantee target detection. The coaddition algorithm will select reference stars in the initial image and use these landmarks to align the other images via a brute force row/column shift search. The size of this search is constrained in size by the interframe ACS pointing requirement. The algorithm will align each subsequent frame, apply a temporal filter to remove cosmic rays and transient artifacts, and add it to the image stack. The final stack will be downlinked as a single high-S/N image to the ground, where image subtraction between multiple coadded products will detect the moving target. Successful demonstration of autonomous onboard coaddition for target detection will additionally enable its use as an initial step for autonomous onboard image subtraction and target detection in future missions.
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Our approach is similar to other astronomical coaddition algorithms used routinely on the ground: we use a set of high-S/N reference stars to coregister individual frames and add their intensities, causing the signal of true sources to grow linearly with the number of frames while the noise level increases as the square root. Formally, we posit that the target is an unresolved point source with magnitude M. The camera acquires a sequence of N images written I ¼ fI 1 ; I 2 ; …; I N g. We require that the entire scene shifts by no more than k pixels during the entire sequence. For the summer 2014 NEAScout mission reference design, the ACS has a long-term guarantee of no more FIG. 2.-Overview of the onboard coaddition process on NEAScout. Coaddition requires the image sequence to be captured and aligned through the use of landmark stars (which are constant across all images), after which the images can be added together. While the numerical values here are specific to the NEAScout mission, the process can be applied in general across missions. See the online edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure. than 10 pixels of drift in any direction, for at least a 60 s sequence of images. This bounds the coalignment search.
The S/N of a source in a single frame taken by an FPA is described by the following relation:
where C a is the aperture diameter, R source is the rate of electron accumulation per unit area from the source, R sky is the rate of electron accumulation per unit area from the background, T is the exposure time, N read and N quant are the read noise and quantization noise of the detector, and I dark is the dark current. The numerator term is the measured signal, with the R source × C 2 a × T term under the radical being the square of the associated photon shot noise. Taking the NEAScout case as a representative example, we expect the photon shot noise (on the order of hundreds of electrons per exposure) to be of the same order as the instrument noise (read, quantization, and dark current noise) at the mission operating temperature. We expect the background noise term expected to be small in comparison. From this equation, the limiting behavior of the S/N with respect to aperture size goes as ffiffiffiffiffiffi C 2 a p , as the photon noise dominates with increased signal captured from the source.
For single-pixel sources considered here, typical binning over pixels for read noise, quantization noise, and dark current is not assumed. However, if the associated S/N increase at the cost of spatial resolution is desired, binning can be accounted for in the hardware or done in software, with the signals in equation 1 adding linearly and the noise terms adding in quadrature.
Coadding multiple frames further increases this S/N. For simplicity, we make the assumption that the combination of noise terms is approximately Gaussian (the Poisson-distributed shot noise is already large enough to be well-approximated as Gaussian, and the combination with the instrument noise of the same order of magnitude shifts the noise distribution even closer to Gaussian). As such, the S/N of any constant intensity source in the field of view should grow as the square root of the number of frames on the stack N:
where s is the signal value, μ is the mean of the total noise, and σ is the standard deviation of the total noise. Primes denote the initial value, while unprimed values are after coaddition of N images. The growth of μ and σ with the number of coadded frames is due to the central limit theorem.
Equations (1) and (2) suggest a trade-off between hardware and software, with S/N being linear in aperture radius and increasing with the square root of the number of coadded frames (Fig. 3) . This idea generalizes to other hardware as well, e.g., more accurate ACS allowing longer integration times can be traded for coadding more short-integration frames in software. This has important implications for mission design, since hardware mass, volume, and cost are likely superlinear with respect to hardware parameters (such as aperture diameter, in the case where photon noise is the limiting factor in the S/N), while allocating processing power to coadding is often inexpensive. Moreover, most missions have periods of power surplus where the processor is underutilized. Finally, while development, validation, and verification of both hardware and software can be a significant expenditure, portable software can be reused for similar future applications with minor modification specific to each mission. As a result, coaddition can sometimes be a more efficient alternative to highly sensitive instruments. In the NEAScout mission scenario, coaddition will be used during the target detection portion of the approach phase. During this time processing power is at a surplus and target detection is the primary mission activity, allowing NEAScout to improve sensitivity by "spending" CPU cycles instead of instrument volume and mass. Figure 4 gives an overview of our approach to onboard coaddition. We begin with the coregistration step, matching a newly collected frame to the coadded stack. In theory there are many ways to coregister the frames, such as using ACS information or by matching reference stars to a prior catalog. However, integrating with the ACS adds considerable system Here, specific S/N values assume the current NEAScout mission parameters (0.36 cm aperture diameter viewing asteroid 1991VG from 10,000 km) and are extrapolated using equations (1) and (2), but the trend is general. For a desired S/N, resources can be spent on either improving the hardware onboard the spacecraft or on coadding more frames in software. See the online edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure. complexity, and requires a pixel-accurate attitude which may not be available due to the optical differences between ACS star trackers and the science camera. Projecting frames onto a catalog before coaddition would require computationally expensive nonisometric projection and resampling operations. Moreover, the extra information provided (the absolute attitude) could just as easily be reconstructed visually on the ground. However, over short intervals the spacecraft displacement is well-approximated by a rectilinear row/column shift, so that images in a stack can be efficiently matched to each other. We posit a measure of similarity between images, and fit a simple transformation to align them. This achieves the goals of simplicity as well as time and memory efficiency, all of which are critical in small spacecraft applications.
Established coalignment methods include star centroiding and normalized cross-correlation searches (Sabbey et al. 2001 ). Here we favor the latter, since it is potentially more robust to cosmic rays and can be used safely with multipixel objects in the frame, and also has flight heritage in entry, descent, and landing for Mars rovers (Adler et al. 2010) , as well as in autonomous navigation software flown on Deep Space 1, STAR-DUST, and other missions (Bhaskaran 2012) . We select bright pixels in the initial frame of each stack as reference landmarks. These landmark stars must satisfy two constraints: (1) for the maximum expected pixel drift k (10 pixels for the NEAScout case), they must be at least k pixels from an image edge, ensuring that they appear in all frames of the stack; and (2) they must be a local maximum, i.e., there is no brighter immediate neighbor within a ð2k þ 1Þ × ð2k þ 1Þ pixel window. In principle this landmark selection is vulnerable to transient phenomena such as cosmic rays, but the number of reference stars is comparatively large and we find that transient features do not affect performance. For the NEAScout mission, using the average density of stars brighter than magnitude 6 (corresponding to SNR > 25 for the NEAScout camera) (Hoffleit and Warren 1999) as a conservative signal threshold, and the 25°wide by 19°high field of view of the proposed NEAScout camera (McNutt et al. 2014 ), we expect 63 AE 8 candidate reference stars to be in each frame.
By comparison, we expect to require only 5-10 reference stars based on our experiments with simulations and mission data in later sections. Therefore, we do not expect the number of available reference stars to be a driving constraint for small spacecraft applications.
To satisfy the strict memory requirements of small spacecraft, we have designed the coaddition algorithm to store at most four frames simultaneously in volatile memory. Two of these are the coadded image itself (or the initially acquired image if we are beginning a sequence) and the most recently acquired image, both of which are used in coregistration. We define a subwindow region centered around the location of each reference star in the coadded image. Template matching compares the window region to a space twice its width in the coadded image, leading to a similarity score for each row-column shift r; c. Our similarity score is the normalized cross-correlation fðr; cÞ, which amounts to a dot product between normalized vectors of pixel magnitudes. We write an image subwindow recentered with shift r; c as Iðr; cÞ, and the template T . The alignment score is:
We accumulate the average similarity score across all reference stars, and identify the best offset with a brute force grid search over all possible row and column shifts for r∈½Àk; k; c∈½Àk; k. The brute force search requires very little additional memory. After an image has been aligned to the stack, we perform a pixel-wise median filter with the previous two aligned images to remove cosmic rays and other transient artifacts. This is a general, robust outlier correction procedure. We prefer it to single-frame outlier removal methods, such as spatial profile filtering and morphological classification (Rhoads 2000; van Dokkum 2001) , that require prior knowledge of the expected images and may miss some outliers. In the case of NEAScout, the 50 MB memory allocation is enough to hold all four frames plus an additional memory margin. Therefore, the memory cost   FIG. 4. -Coaddition aligns the most recent frame with the stack through template matching over subwindows around reference stars. The frame is median-filtered with the previous two raw frames, and the result is added to the stack.
is worth the increase in generality and robustness that temporal median filtering allows. Median filtering does have an effect on the resulting photometry: the stack will have fewer frames, by k À 1 for a median filter across k frames; and the S/N gain of median filtering against Gaussian noise is less than that gained by directly adding the k À 1 frames to the stack (Fig. 5) . Since good cosmic ray removal is critical, a slight sensitivity loss is an acceptable compromise. Median filters using more than three frames are also possible, but three frames are effective for temporal filtering and save the memory cost of a wider temporal window. The effect on photometry is acceptable to discard for target detection purposes, such as in the NEAScout use case; but scientific analyses of the median-filtered coadded images must take this effect into account.
Following median filtering, the image is added to the stack, so that the value of pixel ði; jÞ on the stack is: s N ði; jÞ ¼ s NÀ1 ði; jÞ þ medianðr N ði; jÞ; r Nþ1 ði; jÞ; r Nþ2 ði; jÞÞ
where s N ði; jÞ represents the value of pixel ði; jÞ on the stack after N median-filtered frames have been added, and r N ði; jÞ represents the value of pixel ði; jÞ in the Nth raw images to be coadded.
SIMULATIONS
Due to the low bandwidth and few downlink passes available to some small spacecraft missions such as NEAScout, there is little margin for recovery from errors. Any onboard algorithm must provide strong performance guarantees in a realistic mission environment. It must perform well under exposure to cosmic rays, imperfect dark current corrections, or flat-field drift. Further, performance should hold for a variety of potential camera point-spread functions (PSFs) in order to demonstrate general applicability to future missions.
The PSF of the NEAScout science camera will be narrow: the Strehl ratio of the camera will be greater than 0.9, and an expected f-number of f/3.5 yields an Airy disk with diameter approximately 4:697 μm at 550 nm. With a pixel size of 2:2 μm, reference stars are sampled to approximately two pixels across. Currently available mission data to primitive bodies do not mimic this PSF. Therefore, we have tested the performance of coaddition in simulation, using the case of a narrow PSF to mimic these conditions.
We used a set of synthetically generated 512 × 512 pixel synthetic star fields of 200 stars. The stars were given intensities sampled from an exponential distribution fit to the Tycho-2 catalog (Høg et al. 2000) . The effect of the instrument PSF was simulated by convolving the point sources with a two-dimensional symmetric Gaussian filter with a single standard deviation parameter. This standard deviation was chosen to be one pixel (except when the effect of varying PSF was being studied) in order to parallel the NEAScout case. The mean of the exponential distribution was chosen to produce an informative number of candidate reference stars (SNR > 25, corresponding to V < 6 for NEAScout). We selected this parameter conservatively to probe algorithm behavior at the limits of its worst-case performance envelope. For example, we show that the algorithm works with 12 reference stars, whereas NEAScout expects greater than 50 per frame. We ran several simulations, beginning with Gaussian white noise to determine a performance baseline, and later adding simulated cosmic ray strikes or systematic image artifacts, such as those due to dark current or flat-fielding. We constructed a sequence of these images using a uniformly distributed spatial shift to mimic NEAScout spacecraft jitter between frames with maximum shift of 10 pixels. The effect of spacecraft jitter during an individual exposure is not considered: in the case of NEAScout, the subpixel pointing precision during a 1.7 s exposure is one-fourth of the Airy disk diameter, and is not likely to affect this simulation. We can safely ignore relative motion between the target and the NEAScout spacecraft; the worst-case motion at detection distance of 10,000 km is less than 2% of a pixel during each exposure.
The first simulation characterized baseline performance under perfectly Gaussian noise. We used sequences of 32 frames, yielding coadded stacks of 30 median-filtered frames. Figure 6 relates performance to the intensity of the reference stars. For images with sufficiently bright background stars, the algorithm These curves average many simulations of coadding stacks of synthetic images of a narrow (approximately 1 pixel) PSF point source against a black background (no confusion noise). The brightness of the source is chosen such that the photon shot noise (modeled as Poisson noise) and instrument noise (modeled as the sum of Gaussian read noise, Gaussian quantization noise [small compared to the read noise], and Poisson dark current noise) are of the same magnitude, similar to the case of 1991VG for NEAScout. The horizontal axis denotes the number of frames used by the algorithm in total, and therefore each curve begins after it has accumulated enough frames to perform the first median filtering step. See the online edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure. initially underperformed the theoretical ffiffiffiffi ffi N p optimum but later converged to ffiffiffiffi ffi N p . The reason is the temporal median operation, which destroyed some information and dominated the statistics for small numbers of frames. This small cost in optimality is worthwhile, since it provides a large benefit in robustness to artifacts. Moreover, performance rapidly converged toward a ffiffiffiffi ffi N p pattern after roughly four coadded frames. This still relied on sufficiently bright reference stars; landmarks with lower S/N caused failure due to frame misalignment. Figure 7 shows an empirical performance estimate. Uncertainties are estimated by running a large number of simulations with different initial conditions (i.e., randomly generating different star-field images according to the procedure described above) and differing random seeds for the subsequent noise additions. The error bars represent the two standard deviation range of S/N achieved by the simulations about their average S/N as a function of number of frames, yielding a 95% confidence range.
We additionally measured performance with a wider median window, filtering across five frames (i.e., each new frame was temporal median filtered with the previous four collected frames). We used Gaussian noise. Figure 8 shows that the performance of the algorithm was unaffected: while median filtering five frames instead of three caused the resulting image to have higher individual S/N, the benefit of having more low-S/N images to coadd in the previous case provided a similar overall increase in S/N. Therefore, in the small spacecraft regime where memory for storing frames is an important resource, we find that the cost of storing more frames for median filtering is generally not justified by any performance increase.
After characterization of the baseline performance, we ran additional simulations to evaluate the impact of cosmic ray strikes on the coaddition process. We expect the general impact of cosmic rays to be minimal due to median filtering. However, cosmic rays might still be mistaken for reference stars in the initial reference image. Figure 9 shows the S/N improvements FIG. 8.-Plot of the S/N increase of approximately magnitude 8 stars versus the number of coadded frames, using five frames in the temporal median filtering instead of three. The axes are identical in meaning to those in Fig. 6 . The performance is similar to the algorithm using the standard three median-filtered frames. See the online edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure. for different numbers of reference stars and cosmic rays per frame. Our range of expected cosmic rays per frame covers the expected NEAScout case: using an estimate of five cosmic ray hits per square centimeter per second (Fixsen et al. 2000) and the FPA properties from § 2, we expect approximately 2 radiation hits per 1.7-s exposure. We place simulated cosmic rays randomly by projecting a 3D line segment of length 10 pixels onto the camera plane. The values of the affected pixels were set at 10% higher than the brightest reference star, allowing the radhit to confuse the reference star finding procedure (which searches for reference stars by locating the brightest pixels in the initial frame, as described above). This suggests that the algorithm is robust to a small number of incorrectly identified reference stars, but performance will decay if the number of mistakes is high compared to the number of reference stars. This is mitigated by choosing a number of reference stars appropriate for the expected number of cosmic ray strikes per frame.
Persistent or systematic noise can distort the normalized cross-correlation score. In FPAs, systematics could manifest as an additive background signal, such as the effect of dark current, or as a gain effect due to different sensitivities between pixels in the FPA, such as flat-field drift. An accurate calibration should remove these effects, but it is important to evaluate performance against imperfect corrections. Additive background noise was simulated by generating an image of Gaussian noise with zero mean and variable standard deviation, with magnitude on the order of the total random instrument noise contribution. We applied this perturbation to each image in the sequence. Smooth multiplicative effects were simulated with a multiplicative map of smooth regions of higher or lower factors averaging to unity. We ran simulations varying the intensity of these effects corresponding to the standard deviation of the values in the additive or multiplicative maps, with S/N performance shown in Figure 10 . These simulations also included random Gaussian noise as before. The results indicated performance was highly sensitive to changing additive noise, such as imperfect dark current levels, but insensitive to smooth multiplicative systematics such as flat-field errors. These parameters are chosen to probe worst-case performance, so they exceed typical dark current or flat-field errors. For example, dark current is normally smaller than or on the order of the systematic noise sources for NEAScout, whereas the simulated additive noise is on the order of the total noise magnitude. The sources measured are approximately magnitude 8, and photon shot noise is on the order of the instrument noise as in the 1991VG case for NEAScout.
Finally, to demonstrate the applicability of this algorithm across a wide variety of potential mission cameras, we simulated performance using point-spread functions from 1-6 pixels in width. The magnitudes of the stars were held constant, so the maximum signal level of each source (per pixel) decreased as the PSF grew. Because the sources of interest were not photon shot noise dominated (V approximately 7.85, i.e., the case of 1991VG for NEAScout discussed above), the constant instrument noise per pixel caused a decrease in initial S/N per pixel. However, the PSF did not affect the ffiffiffiffi ffi N p S/N increase due to the coaddition algorithm for the range of PSFs tested (shown in Fig. 11 ).
These simulations generally corroborated the analytical root-N performance curves. The approach was robust to disruption by small numbers of bright transient events, and choosing more reference stars than the expected number of cosmic rays mitigated the problem almost entirely. The coaddition algorithm resisted modest flat-field effects, but failed rapidly beyond a threshold dark current intensity. If dark currents change regularly, it may be necessary to autonomously acquire and apply fresh dark frames in advance of each target image. The algorithm was robust against changes in PSF between cameras. Therefore, we find that the coaddition algorithm performs desirably under simulated conditions expected in a small spacecraft mission such as NEAScout.
Even if the target can be distinguished from the instrument noise, it is important to consider the possibility of confusion with background stars. For the case of performing detection on the ground, it is possible to match the observed star field with known catalogs, and identify the target as an un-accounted-for signal. In this case, failure can occur if the target overlaps with a background star that is with magnitude approximately equal or greater than the target. In the NEAScout case, assuming a 19°by 25°FOV, a 2-pixel-diameter PSF, and a 5-megapixel FPA; the probability of overlap with a magnitude 9 or brighter background star using an average star density from the Tycho-2 catalog (Høg et al. 2000 ) is approximately 0.01%. For a mission such as NEAScout with multiple opportunities for detection, the total probability of failure is under the tolerable risk threshold.
PERFORMANCE ON MISSION DATA
As a final demonstration of the coaddition algorithm performance, we tested the algorithm on three representative data sets from previous missions. While there are many missions to primitive bodies, there are relatively few star-field sequences. We found that approach phase images were best suited to this task, as sequences of images are very rarely taken during the cruise phase, and most encounter phase images are dominated by the target body.
In these tests, we calculated background noise in each image empirically by calculating the mean and standard deviation of the image intensities over regions of the image not populated by stars. As the PSFs for these missions were relatively large, true sources were possible to manually separate from single pixel noise. The signals were determined by choosing a set of stars from each sequence which achieved between 1 and 5 S/N against the empirically calculated background noise. These stars were not necessarily approximately magnitude 8, as examined in simulation, due to the varying properties of the instruments on these missions. We then measured the S/N of each star after the inclusion of each frame additional frame in the procedure. The final curves shown below are averaged across the entire set of stars. For the Rosetta case, the statistics are done over multiple independent sets of exposures, and capture variation due to alignment as well as due to variation in star intensities across frames. The remaining two missions use a single set of exposures, and capture only the latter variation.
Rosetta Data
The Rosetta spacecraft is an ESA-led mission to orbit and land on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. On its journey to the comet, Rosetta visited the asteroids 2867 Steins and 21 Lutetia. During the approach to Steins, Rosetta's OSIRIS Narrow Angle Camera acquired several sequences of shortexposure images of the asteroid. We simulated the onboard coregistration and coadding using one such sequence of 238 images taken on 2006 March 11 (Kueppers et al. 2006 ). We chose a single star from the sequence of images to track across the coadding process, partitioned the sequence into 10 smaller subsequences, and applied the coaddition algorithm to each. Since we were interested in the ffiffiffiffi ffi N p increase in S/N over time from coaddition, and not the initial S/N of the star, the brightness of the selected source was not relevant. Consequently, we chose low-S/N stars as an analog to detecting a NEA target. These selected targets were between 1 and 5 S/N, motivated specifically by the expected 5 S/N from a single frame on the NEAScout camera for detection of a magnitude 8 target. We measured the evolution of the star's S/N (Fig. 12) . It increased by approximately a factor of ten, of which a significant portion was due FIG. 11.-S/N of stars in images using various PSFs. Since we measured S/N on a per-pixel basis, the initial S/N in each image decreased as the PSF widened and the total source intensity was held constant. A ffiffiffiffi ffi N p reference is shown for comparison, scaled by a constant factor to fit onto the graph. See the online edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure. to the temporal median filtering component of the algorithm. The curve also follows the ffiffiffiffi ffi N p pattern expected from theory and simulation.
NExT Data
We next evaluated data from the NExT mission, using a sequence of 24 images taken by the spacecraft's NAVCAM on 2011 February 11 (Veverka et al. 2013) . The images included several bright reference stars, as well as the comet Tempel 1 (which appeared in size roughly equal to the reference stars). As a notable systematic effect, the NAVCAM had a few hundreds of pixels distributed throughout its images that exhibited a fixed pattern noise all frames ). These systematic effects dominated any attempts at coregistration using normalized cross-correlation. However, replacing the values of these bad pixels with the averages of their four-connected neighbors successfully mitigated the effect. This suggested a simple interpolation would permit coalignment despite dead pixels.
The resulting S/N improvements are shown in Figure 13 . The S/N curve departed from the ffiffiffiffi ffi N p after approximately 10 frames. Examination revealed that the later frames suffered from blurring due to pointing jitter during the exposure. The coalignment was less precise as a result, due to failure of the crosscorrelation matching between the new star streaks and the original unblurred reference stars. This underscores the importance of achieving a tight single-frame PSF, with minimal blur during each of the independent exposures.
NEAR Data
Onboard coaddition was also tested on data from the NEAR mission, using 17 images of a sequence showing the Eros asteroid. The images were acquired on 1999 January 1 (Williams 2002; Merline et al. 2001) . As with Rosetta and NExT, the results (shown in Fig. 14) followed a ffiffiffiffi ffi N p pattern and demonstrate that the coaddition algorithm operated as expected. 
CONCLUSION
Small spacecrafts are promising low-cost platforms for exploring primitive bodies, but they are challenged by limited instrument sensitivity, limited ACS accuracy, and limited downlink bandwidth. Onboard coaddition solves all of these challenges: it increases the S/N of instrument measurements without requiring highly stable long exposures. At the same time, it uses dramatically less bandwidth than ground-based coaddition methods. Our experiments on spacecraft data demonstrate its feasibility, corroborating theoretical performance predictions. In our approach, a temporal median filter solves the challenge of long-tailed non-Gaussian noise. Aligning frames using subwindows around selected reference stars makes the method amenable to spacecraft processors.
Coadding has immediate and long-term applications. In the short term, the NEAScout mission can use onboard coaddition to detect its target 10,000 km prior to encounter even when the precise location of the target is not known beforehand. There are also potential applications for using onboard coaddition subsequently to search for debris or other small satellites orbiting the primary target. Another potential application is in the detection of plumes or outgassing being emitted from primitive bodies visited by future missions, though such effects may be difficult to detect due to potential confusion with background stars. Such outgassing may be very sparse compared to the target body, requiring long exposures to aid detection. Coadding could reduce bandwidth and ACS stability requirements for these applications.
The onboard coaddition explored in this paper is one example of a family of techniques that improve mission operational flexibility by shifting analysis processes fluidly between ground and spacecraft (Thompson et al. 2012a) . While autonomy has always been important in the robotic exploration of space, the increased maturity of data processing algorithms and techniques has recently allowed a much broader scope of possible autonomous capabilities to be explored (Thompson et al. 2012b; Wagstaff et al. 2014) .
